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HRPCa background

� Pca can chronically depend on a critical level of 
androgenic stimulation for their net continous
growth and survival. 
� Huggins, around 1930

� Androgen ablation therapy for metastatic PCa� Androgen ablation therapy for metastatic PCa

� No additional advantage of combined AAT over 
monotherpay of orchiectomy in terms of the time 
to progression or overall survival. 
� Eisenberger, NEJM 1998

� Few or no way in case of HRPCa, so far. 



Treatment for prostate cancer
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The Challenge of Metastatic Prostate Cancer

� Prostate cancer is highly responsive to HT .
Response rate >85%

� Failure of HT is virtually inevitable.
Median time to progression 12-18 months (M+)

Median survival 24-36 months (M+)

� Prostate cancer becomes castration resistant and hormone 
refractory. 
HRPC is a difficult to treat condition

� Secondary hormonal manipulations have limited efficacy.
Antiandrogens, Ketoconazole, Glucocorticoids, Estrogens



Molecular Mechanism of HRPCa

� Issue of HRPCa

� Definition and pathologic criteria

� Tissue grading algorithm 

� Partial response- refractory or not?  � Partial response- refractory or not?  

� Molecular mechanism 

� Cancer stem cell theory (CD133+α2β1+/CD44+)

� Acquired refractory theory

� AR amplification/mutation

� Cofactor cross-talk in androgen-independent manner

� miRNA regulation 



Pathologic Effect of ADT

� Regression effect
� No regression: HRPCa

� Minimal regression: HRPCa

� Partial regression: HRPCa

� Near-total regression: Hormonal sensitive Pca� Near-total regression: Hormonal sensitive Pca

� Vanishing cancer: Hormonal sensitive Pca

� Regression effect
� Upgrading in Gleason score: grade 3/4 to 4/5

� Downstaging (pT/pN): depend on regression effect

� Regression effect
� Normal acini

� PIN 



Regression changes in Image and gross



B& D: Atrophy of PZ glands

-Universal finding

A&C: Urothelial metaplasia 

of ducts

Effect of ADT on normal gland

E

-Universal finding

-Diagnostic clue in HRPCa

Ductal changes: 

Squamous metaplasia

BPH: Keratin plug with 

Foreign body reaction



Regression Pattern and degree of ADT on neoplastic gland
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ADT affects occasionally 

downstaging via total regression 

in the seminal vesicle or capsule,

or ganglion invasion, or often 

lymph nodes. 

- clinically meaningful

B

- clinically meaningful

ADT evokes on upgrading (psuedo)

, in particular Gleason grade 3.

-pathologically troublesome 

- clinically not meaningful.



CK is diminishing according to regressing changes



PSA  remains but very weak in regressing tumor glands
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Molecular Mechanism of HRPCa
1. AR (Xq11-13) amplification/mutation in about 30%

2. Tumor microenvironment-inducing genetic 
instability to androgen independent or sensitive 
cells from androgen independent cells

3. host environmental  changes with epigenetic 
events, for instance GST-π methylationevents, for instance GST-π methylation

4. Bcl-2 (18q21) activation in 30-40% from 60% 
undetectable state in dependent phase

5. cofactor activation (SRC-1, NEC) or  cross-talking 
(KGF, IGF, EGF)



Molecular Mechanism of HRPCa in my 
current study

� 1. Pathologic effect a/w ADT (Bicalutamide)
� Regression grading  in J Urol 2009; 182: 1378-84

� 2. EGFR-1 and EGFR-2 (Her2/neu) gene amplification and mutation 
as cross-talking to AR (30% EGFR mutation in 10 HRPCa, & Her2 IHC 
3.7% with no amplification)3.7% with no amplification)

� Prostate 2008; 68:803-8

� J Urol 2009; 182: 1378-84 

� 3. NE cells and PTEN loss as cofactors activation of AR
� J Urol 2009; 182: 1378-84

� 4. miRNA as regulators of AR bypass
� Under study 



Cg positive

PTEN loss

PTEN loss and CgA high as BCR factor in Pca

(OR: 6.5)
Ham and Cho et al.  J Urol 2009; 182: 1378-84



EGFR mutation in HRPCa
Gene amplification of EGFR: 6/20 (30%)  

A total of six EGFR mutations: exons 18 

and 19 in three pairs of tissues. 

One patient, with HRPCa, had a novel 

deletion mutation in EGFR exon 19. 

The time to convert to HRPC was 

significantly shorter in the patients with 

a mutation in the EGFR gene (P=0.017).

No Her-2 gene amplifications or 

mutations in any of the samples.Cho et al. Prostate 2008; 68:803-8



Amplification/Mutation of EGFR in HRPCa

Case Exon Variation status Amino acid

1 23 Codon 903 (ACC-ACT) HSPC/HRPC Thr-Thr

19 18bp del* 
(5’-TAAGAGAAGCAACATCTA)

HRPC only Novel finding
(5’-TAAGAGAAGCAACATCTA)

2 19 Codon 738 (GTT-GGT) HSPC/HRPC Val-Gly

19 Codon 761 (GAT-GGT) HSPC/HRPC Asp-Gly

3 18 Codon 709 (GAA-AAA) HSPC/HRPC Glu-Lys

*: Novel mutation data 
EGFR mutations were only associated with the acinar type, not with ductal type.



miRNA in HRPCa

� miR-221, 222 overexpression in LNCaP-abl

� DHT significantly reduce

� PSA upregulation

� Increased androgen-independent growth of LNCaP

Non-coding 22-24nt RNAs to negatively regulate mRNA by binding to 3’ UTRs

� Loss of target molecule of p27/kip1Cancer Res 2009;69:3356-63

� Loss of miR-146a in PC3 (androgen-independent)

- ROCK1 encoding gene inducing RNA 2008; 14:417-24

� miR-125b in PCA (in vitro and tissue by ISH)

� Suppress Bak1 PNAS 2007; 104:19983-8



Downregulated miRNA in HRPCa -(LNCaP vs. PC3)

1. miRNA 141/200a: EMT, Rab38 

2. miRNA 200 b/c: ZEB1

3. miRNA 148a:p120CAND1

4. miRNA 195: Cyclin E1

5. miRNA 203: STEAP1

6. miRNA 126: Prostein
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Upregulated miRNA
1. miRNA 31: Urotensin II/  RBM/WDR5/IL34

2. miRNA 29a:  LAM A2

3. miRNA 21: E2F3, kinensin 13A

4. miRNA 221/222: suppression of p27 Kip1

5. miRNA 9: REV 1

6. miRNA 181: orphan nuclear receptor
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Prostein

P27 loss CANDI 



Conclusion 

� Pathologic regression grading algorithm is an essential step 

to give us a clue to molecular approach and therapeutic 

evaluation. 

� Pathologic regression changes could be occasionally missing unless 

aware of regressive findings. aware of regressive findings. 

� Molecular bypass of hormonal refractory PCa is caused by 

complicated genetic derangement, such as 

� EGFR gene amplification and mutation

� NE cells amplification and PTEN loss as cofactors of AR

� miRNA as regulators of AR bypass. 


